Topics discussed
Based on: A.A. Penin, Phys.Lett. B745 (2015 ) 69, arXiv:1412 QED form factor
High-energy expansion
Sudakov double logarithmic result
Dirac form factor to O(ρ)
Main idea expansion by regions ➪ homogeneous integrals leading singularity of a given region ➪ double log Sudakov logs ➪ photon momentum l → 0 soft photons eikonal electrons
Cusp anomalous dimension Korchemsky, Radyushkin (1987) Gribov, Lipatov, Frolov (1968) Does not contribute at one-loop Shows up in two-loop non-planar diagram 
Evaluation of double logs

New variables
Sudakov parameters l = up 1 + vp 2 + l ⊥ hypercube coordinates η = ln v/ ln ρ, ξ = ln u/ ln ρ, 0 < η, ξ < 1
Double log coefficient volume under hypersurface
Mastrolia, Remiddi (2003) Bernreuther, Bonciani, Gehrmann, Heinesch, Leineweber, Mastrolia, Remiddi (2005 
Resummation
Multiple Sudakov exchange
form factors:
(η, ξ) = exp xη (η + 2ξ − 2) ,
High energy limit
Large-x behaviour 
